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TOWARD A PACIFIC COMMUNITY 

-WhoW出 Takethe Initiative? 

Yozo Yokota 

Much has been wntten m the past two decades on the economic side 

of the desirability for the creation of some kind of a regional inter-

national organization for the Pacific region'.' Many economic experts 

on the topic seem to agree that there are good reasons to justiかthe

estabhshment of a regional mternational organ包at10nof some type for 

the Pacific area'." 

They seem to ar伊 ealong the following line'~ ＇ 
a) There has been an impressive economic growth in the Pac出cregion 

since the end of World War II whether taken by individual Pacific 

country or taken by the region as a whole. 

b) There has also been a tremendous move toward higher economic 

interdependence in the region. 

c) The economic growth and mterdependence in the region町eex-

pected to continue at a high rate m the future years. 

d) Such economic growth and the increase of mtra-regional trade have 

been, and will continue to be, restricted by the lack of coordination 

of economic and trade pohcy among the Pacific count口es,oft-

asserted claim of self-mterest in the name of nat10nal sovereignty 

and independence by the Pacific countries, and the well-coordinated 

pressure and advance of other economic groupmgs such as the 

European Communities, Council for Mutual Economic Assistance 

(Comecon) and Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries 

(OPEC). 

e) In order to overcome such restriction and to achieve a higher level of 
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coordination and cooperatrnn among the Pacific countries, there is a 

need to create some kind of institutional scheme. 

As the case described above sounded attractive and convincing, the 

proposal to create a regional international economic organizatrnn for the 

Pacific area has drawn conSlderable attention, in some cases accompany-

ing moral and material support, of high level government officials in 

Japan O耐azawa,Nakasone, Miki, Ohira), Australia (F問団r,Hawke) and 

other Pacific countries'." 

However, apart from the moral and some financial support for the 

general concept of the Pacific community, no concrete mitJative has yet 

been taken by世田 responsiblegovernments in the region to propose a 

plan for田cha Pacific orgamzation or a plan to hold an international 

conference to draw up its charter. 

In fact, the economists have gone far enough to propose a concrete 

outline of a possible Pacific organization':' This proposal is still sketchy 

and does not define in detail the membership, objectives, functions, 

organs, powers, operations, voting and other decisrnn-makmg procedures, 

etc , that are usually included in the final treaty establishing an inter-

national organization It however serves as a good starting point for 

negotiatrnns between gover田nentsconcerned which wtll eventually pro-

duce the final draft of such a treaty. 

In other words, it seems that the economists have done their home-

work and now it 1s time for those in political power to imtiate action. 

Yet, little is being done by such people other than giving general endorse-

ment for the Pacific community concept m any of the Pacific countries. 

This fact reminds us of a hard fact in life. that ideals, however good 

they may be, are u四allydifficult to attam in actuality. To be con同

crete, we know that, m order to eradicate war .and maintain peace, it is 

best to have one world government through which all conflicts and prob-

lems can be resolved without resorting to n討也dphysical power Yet, it 

took cen加riesto achieve the creation of the Umted Nat10ns which is far 

short of ideal as a central authority of the world. If we note further that 

it took almost half a century to create a regional orgamzation for the 

Americas, that the much celebrated development of the European Com-
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mumties since the early 50’s seems to be facing a number of difficult 

institutional problems today, and that the Central American and East 

African reg10nal institutions, which were once considered as successful 

examples of institutional collaboration, are almost defunct, we realize 

that it is not an easy task to achieve even a minimum level of orgamza-

Ilona! set-up for the Pacific region 

In fact, once acclaimed regionahsm appea日 tobe facing a serious 

drawback today not only because of the failure or stagnation of some 

of the leading regional orgamzations, but also because of the theoretical 

difficulty the functionalism (and neo-functionalism)'," which gave all 

the 1ustificat10n for regionalism, is undergoing. To put it more bluntly, 

1t is now being seriously questioned whether a regional grouping is a 

helpful step to achieve world peace, stability and progress or a harmful 

barrier for a umversal harmony＇.わ

We should not, however, be discouraged by the harsh reality re-

g10nalism 1s undergoing today, because, despite all the difficulties, we 

are observing the sound development of various types of inter-

nat10nal organizahons whether universal or regional, whether general 

or functional"' What we should av01d is the two extremes of optimism 

and pessimism when dealmg with the regional rnstitutional collaboration 

in the Pacific What we should learn from the experiences of other inter-

national orgamzations are that. (a) The creation of an internat10nal 

orgamzation is a complex matter involving political leadership, social, 

cultural and historical backgrounds and, to some extent, an element of 

luck and chance. A s加pletheoretical justification, whether moral, 

political, economic, or scientific, would not be sufficient to realize its 

establishment; (b) In many cases, the establishment of an mternat10nal 

organization does not ensure its success and future structural develop-

ment. It usually requires equal, if not more, amount of efforts and en句

thusiasm given to its creation, m order to sustain its O培amzationand 

development, (c) In order五oran international orga凶日.lionto be succ田s-

ful m its activities, it is unportant to find adequate area and powerおr

operat10nal ac!Jvi!Jes by which we mean proper function of the organi-

zation by itself through mainly the provision of goods and sem田srather 
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than the regulat10n of the achvities of the member states＇.＇引

With these points in mind, we may conclude that a regional eco-

nom1c organization in the Pacific is not only theoretically desirable but 

also practically feasible if adequate initiatives are taken by the govern-

ments concerned and if the character of the proposed orgamzat10n is 

pragmatically determined 

II Who A四 thePossible Initiators’ 
Among the tens of countnes in the Pacific reg10n, only a few are 

potential candidates for taking the initiallve for the creation of a Pacific 

orgamzat10n Japan and Australia, which are economically more mfiuen-

tial in the region and which have in the past demonstrated conspicuous 

interest in the creat10n of a Pacific organization, would come as front-

runners. The United States, which is economically and polillcally power-

ful and deeply involved in the Pacific affairs, and which has in recent 

years shown growing interest in the concept of Pacific community:" 

would not be far behind. Canada and New Zealand, although important 

and certainly indispensable members of a Pacific organizat10n if it lS once 

created, would not be the potenllal initiators for its creation because of 

relatively smaller mvolvement in the Pacific matters historically (Canada) 

or smaller economic size (New Zealand) 

The ASEAN countries have in recent years attained economic and 

political recogmt10n through their concerted actions but, when taken as 

individual nat10ns, their power of influence, economically or politically, 

would be relatively limited. As far as Papua New Guinea, F11i and other 

Pacific island countnes are concerned, their power of influence would be 

more limited and, although they may be almost certainly candidates for 

membership in a possible Paci日corganization, would not be in the 

position to take initiative for its creation. 

There are other countries of substantial size which could be included 

in the broader concept of the Paciflc region, such as China, Soviet Union, 

North and South Korea, Mexico, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Chile. 

Depending upon the nature of the proposed organization, they could 

also be members of a Pacific community organization. Nevertheless, 
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because of their h目torical,political and geographical ties to other reg10ns 

or groupings, and in some cases (like Korea), because of the political 

difficulty, they are not in出eposition to propose and promote由ecrea-

tion of a Pacific orgamzation, at least for the time bemg. 

Accordingly, it appears that Japan, Australia and the United States 

are in the best position to take some sort of initiative for the realization 

of a Pacific community organization. Among these three countries, 

however, we consider Australia as the best and probably most likely 

candidate for assuming the leading role in the creation of a Pacific 

community for a number of reasons. 

First of all, the United States, a giant in the Pacific area politically 

as well as economically, is more than JUSt a Pacific country and it would 

be difficult for her to commit to and concentrate on the Pacific matters 

alone in her foreign policy in view of her political and economic position 

m the world, her historical ties to other regional groupings {particularly 

in the Americas) and diversity of interests within the American political 

and business worlds. Although we know that there is a growing aware-

n白samong血eleadmg Amencans that“［i]t is out here m the Pacific 

and Asia where the great potential for American overseas development 

wtll take place，”山 itis doubtful if the United States would focus m her 

foreign policy on the creation of, and commitment to, a Pacific eco-

nomic organization in the near futu同一
Secondly, Japan, whilst she is clearly an economic power in the 

Pacific region and finds a greater need for an institutional collaboration 

in the reg阻止 willnot a田umea leading role alone in creating a Pacific 

organization. The reasons are multiple: (a) Japan has historically been 

'receptive in her foreign policy and has rarely taken act附 partin the for~ 
mulation of international order, whether universally or regionally；叩
{b) After the failure of the military expansionism m the pre-World War 

Il period, Japan has been particularly sensitive toward the criticism of 

her agg町田iverole in Asia; {c) Following the generally accepted principle 

of equi-distance diplomacy (which is not always strictly adhered to), 

Japan tries to avoid any confrontation with any neighbouring countries 

which might consider a Pacific organization unacceptable or even hostile; 
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and (d) Japan’s economic interest has grown far beyond the Pacific 

時間 （ina sense, Japan is a world power m economic terms)'" and it 

would be difficult to attam consensus among the politicians and business 

leaders in Japan toward Japan’s taking a concrete leadmg role in the 

creation of也ePac1f1c organization, although it 1s admitted that there is 

a broad agreement among them with regard to the desirability of such 

an organ包ati on. 

Thirdly, while Japan and the United States are somewhat handi・ 

capped in taking the initiative for the Pacific organization, Australia 

appears to be in an excellent position to take such initial!ve, because: 

(a) Australia, which is historically tied closely to Europe, is more皿d

more aware of her bemg Asian and Pacific and making conscious efforts 

to be so; (b) Australia is economically large enough, and politically im-

portant enough, to a田umea leadmg role in the creation of a Pacific 

orgamzation, (c) Australia does not have a history of dominance or ex-

pansionism in the area, (d) Australia has already established important 

economic and political l!es with New Zealand, Papua New Gumea and 

cert am other Pacific island countries for permanent cooperation ( e g , the 

South Pacific BureauおrEconomic Coope阻 tionand the South Pacific 

Forum), (e) polillcally and economically, Australia’s future li白血 the 

future stake of the Pacific region; and ( f) in spite of the fact由atpolitics 

in Australia can sometimes be very bitter, all the games are played on a 

democratic line and it is one of the stablest democracies in the region 

In summary, it appears that Australia is perhaps in the best position 

to take leadership for the creation of a Pacific organization, from the 

viewpomt of general geo-political and economic s1tual!ons of the reg10n 

and the relative positions of the respective countries in the area The 

next question is whether Australia 1s ready to do so. Next chapter is an 

attempt to make some preliminary assessment on this question 

m Aust阻liaand the Pacific Community Concept 

In order to obtain a general picture of how the idea of血ePacific 

commumty is being conceived by the representative Australians m 

vanous sectors, we conducted a survey in Augnst of 1981 which is 
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mainly composed of田terviewswith prom泊entfigures泊 theacademia, 

polil!cs, mdustry, trade unions, government, journalism, and secondary 

level education The survey was prelim担aryand unscientific m由esense 

that it was not based on a qu叩 titativedata四 alysisof op担ionpolls or 

large scale interviews of people m each sector. The poeple interviewed 

were selected 目白erarbitrarily through the mtroduction or su飽estionof 

世10sefamiliar with Australian affairs Thus, we do not claim that our 

study accurately presents the general op担ionsof Austral！叩 peopleto-

wards the Pacific community concept. It is rather intended to make an 

initial assessment on how well the Pacific community concept 1s being 

conceived, pos1l!vely or negatively, in different sectors of the Austra!Jan 

society and what are the potential problems with respect to the realiza-

tion of也isconcept that are identified by some leaders in each sector. 

In the academic circle, especially among the economists, political 

scientists and historians, the Pacific commumty concept appears to be 

not only a common knowledge but a notion generally favorably per-

ceived. There exists general awareness血at,after the British membership 

to the EC, Austral阻isconsciously seeking a new position as皿 Asianand 

Pacific nation. A pacific commumty is a concept出atwould go parallel 

to the asianization of Australia The ever closer econo町立cties with 

Japan, the ASEAN and other Asian and Pacific m誠治ourswould，泊

their ey田， alsojust均 Australia'smvolvement in the Pacific commumty 

con田 pt.However, they are at the s面netime cautious about the possibi-

lity of Australia’s playing a leading role in the creation of a Pacific 

organization for a number of reasons: (a) Australia has never assumed a 

major political or economic role in its mternat10nal relat10ns; (b) Australia 

is more concerned about daily domestic affairs; (c) Achievement of full 

employment and stable economic grow出 arehigh on the current agenda 

of Australian politics and not many people are convinced yet也ata 

Pacific economic org旧日zationwould contribute to these priority goals; 

( d) m her foreign relations, the Asia and Pacific reg10n has undoubtedly 

become the most import皿 tarea for Australia’s future but the strengthen-

ing血ebilateral relations with the regional nations such as the United 

States, Japan, the ASEAN countries, New Zealand and the Pacific 
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island countnes are more imminent；阻d( e) Australia’s historical ties 

with the United Kingdom皿 d0血erEuropean countries cannot be 

ignored. 

In the poli!ical world, the concept is. Jess known in spite of the 

fact血attop leaders of the government endorsed the idea in public:" 

Some politicians admitted that people occasionally talked about the 

Pacific community but never very seriously Both liberals and labors 

seem to be担terestedin the idea for an obvious reason that the Pac1f1c 

area is rmportant to Australia politically as well as econom1cally, but 

也eya日 notenthusiastic enough to take it up as a major policy issue 

because there seem to be more urgent matters to tackle such as un-

employment and restructuring of Australian economy They also fore-

see criticism四 dopposition if they prepare a concrete proposal for 

a Pacific commumty, from other parties, business world, and labor 

umons, on也eone hand, and they do not find enthusiasm in their 

respecl!ve constituencies, on the other. The National Party seems to 

be even less mterested m the idea They appear to be more concerned 

about local. politics. The Communist Party, which has little role m 

today’s Australian politics, is least interested in the idea because accord-

ing to them: (a) only multinational companies would benefit from such a 

Pacific organizat10n; and (b) the con田 ptmay increase the already 

dominant, economic and political role of the United States in the region. 

Some active party members, however, seem to thmk that a Pacific organi-

zation for mcreasmg the solidanty of workers in the Pacific could be 

conceivable. 

Industrialists are somewhat divided in their views on the Pacific 

commumty idea There are people, particularly those in the larger 

mmeral explo1talion and exporting industries, who would welcome the 

creation of a Pacific organization that would enable them to secure a 

large market in the region, parlicularly Japan On the other hand, there 

are people, mainly those m the smaller manufacturing industries, who 

would oppose the creation of such an organization that would put them 

in a severe competition not only m the regional market but also within 

the domestic market." With this somewhat divided ・positions of the 
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industry with regard to the Pacific corr四回目tyconcept, 1t would not be 

easy for the business people to be the dnving force for the creation of a 

Pacific organization, at least for the time being. It should be pointed out 

in this connect10n that many business people are not totally unhappy 

with the current approach of bilateriaiism for the furtherance of inter-

national trade. They seem to be cautious about the possibility of the 

central government in Canberra a田ummggreater power and respons1bi-

lity on the matter of mdustry and trade as a result of the creation of 

some k加dof a regional trade organization. 

The position of the trade unions appear to be somewhat negative to 

the creat10n of a Pacific organization, at least on theory. The Australian 

workers担 general,while sympathetic with the workers' well bemg in 

other countries, are more concerned about their loss of jobs or the 

wor田ningof their work" 1g conditions (including wages) as a result of 

severe foreign competition and the introduction of more competitive 

expatnate workers into Australia which seem to be inevitable if a Pacific 

organizat10n is created and if Australia becomes its member. However, 

more recently, some unions, particularly m the fields of m皿mgand 

agriculture, have become flexible on institutional collaboration m廿1e

Pacific region. Yet, generally speaking, Australian workers are mamly 

concemed with social problems, unemployment，阻laryincrease and 

other related domestic issues, and the Pacific community idea is not卸

the picture of their immediate agenda. 

In the govermnent bureaucracy, the attitudes towards the Pacific 

community concept are m1Xed There are a group of people of modest 

size sympathetic to the idea in the Department of Foreign Affairs目 They

are aware of the impo此anceof the regional cooperation for the future of 

Australia m terms of economic sumval as well as security. However, 

skepticism seems to be prevalent in the Departments of Treasure and 

Trade, which are more concerned about domestic economic and fmanciai 

matters If we take泊toaccount that the Departinent of Foreign Affam 

is relatively less mfluentiai in Australia and further that Australia is a 

federal state and m叩 y加 portantmatters including some directly in-

volvmg econorruc pohcy are left m the hands of state governments, 1t 
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would be difficult to expect that a concrete propo田Ifor a Pacific orgam-

zation would be prepared by the government bureaucracy. 

The Australian journalism, particularly the newspapers, seems to be 

more open and supporl!ve of the Pacific commumty concept. There IS 

now a greater interest泊 thenews coverage of regional happen担gs

Japan, ASEAN, China叩 dSou也 Pacific,in particular, are the parts of 

the world to which the Australian mass media are giving mcreasmg 

attention While this poSI!Ive attitude of the Australian mass media 

toward Asia and Pacific cooperation is helpful, and will probably be vital 

at a critical stage, for arousing public interest and awareness, and possible 

suppo吋 forthe creat10n of a Pacific orgamzation, the nature of the 

iournalism is such由atii alone ca町wtmitiate an ac!Ion m that direction. 

As we know in the case of the EC叩 dinter-Amencan org皿izat10ns,

the creation of a regional organ包ationsometimes requires decades and 

generations to prepare therefor. As a part of such preparation, the roles 

of journalism and scholars are essential Equally import叩 tis血eteach-

ing of the topic in public education to prepare the students for fu加re

leadership and support For this reason our survey covered吐田 curri-

culum of some Australian high schools. The study revealed that only a 

h四 dfu!of students interviewed knew or had heard the term "Pacific 

community.”The Pacific commum ty idea is s加plynot taught or 

referred to in the formal education up to the high school level. How-

ever, there is an encouragmg move in progress泊 Australianschools to 

stress Asia and Pacific as an llllportant region of the world for Australia 

in the subjects of geography and history. Asian languages such asJ apan田e

and Indonesian are regularly taught in m皿yhigh schools and there are 

a grow泊Enumber of students takmg such languages So, we C叩 expect

that the future generations of Australians, who fimsh at least high school 

level education, would be better prepared to understand the issues in the 

Asian and Pacific region and would be ready to support the idea which 

would enhance regional cooperation 

N Concluding Remarks 

The estabhshment of皿 internationalo沼田1zationis not皿 easy
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task. It requires not only the complex, diplomatic negotiation process 

among the poten!Jal member states of such an orgamzat10n, but also even 

more difficult and intricate negotiations and adjustment of conflicting 

mteres臼 withineach of such poten!Jal members. It requires strong, 

determmed ・and effective leadership on the level of mternat10na! rela!Jons 

as well as on the level of domestic politics It re司uiresgeneral pubhc 

support, mo国lly,po!iti国llyand fmancially. 

As far as the possibility of a Pacific regional organization is con-

cerned, a good case has been presented on a theoretical level. The ques-

tion is whether we are ready to move ahead m reality 

As we have observed, in Australia, which is m our view in the best 

position to泊itiatesuch a move, the attitude of the people担 different

sectors toward the Pacific commumty concept is mixed from cau!Jous 

support to reluctance or even skepticism. We have found more pos1!Jve 

attitudes in the academic world and journalism than in business and t皿de

unions Among the politicians and bureaucrats, more cautious approach 

seems to be prevailing・Thisapp回 目tosuggest也atthe Pacific commum-

ty idea is sttll on the level of theory and discuss10n, and that it would re-

quiτe a little longer time than anticipated or expected for the Australian 

government to place the creation of a Pac出C organization as a mam 

agenda item and try to take initiative for it. This of cou四edoes not 

necessarily mean that a Pacific organ回目ion18 hopeless or impossible. On 

the contrary, as long as there 18 a legitimate theoretical iustification, 

there is a good chance for such an org叩 ization.The point here is that 

time is not npe yet 

When the Pacific commumty concept is more widely known and 

supported by the public, when the people in business, politicians，阻d

workers identify their interest with the objectives of such a regional 

organization, when the gqvemment and bureaucrats realize that the 

basic interest of Australia would be better served by an institutional 

coopera t10n泊血ePacific region, and when the government fmds 

strong enthuSiasm among the governments of the potenl!al core members 

of such an organization includrng Japan, the Umted States and the 

ASEAN countries, then will time be ripe for Australia to move forward 
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for takingm吋orim!Ia!Ive for its crea!Jon. 

There .are four things those. enthusiasl!c about the creation of a 

Pacific organization can do. to speed up. the. above-descnbed process. 

One is to educate・ an¥! disseminate the concept of a Pacific community 

through public educat10n system and ma田 media Second. is. to arouse 

and. s.tnnulate scholarly .research and .c!iscussion among the interested 

academicians by “mterested a田 dem1cians”weme叩“all.interested，＇’

not limited to. those who, are regarded as experts on出e四bject."Third-

ly, snnilar efforts should •be encouraged not only w1thm Australia but 

also in the potenl!al member: countries m the region Lastly, if it is 

found that the Australian gov~rnment is not. ready to take the initiative 

even though the general atmosphere justifies taking such initiative, then, 

it could be suggested and promoted that.such.initiative be taken jointly 

by, the leading countries in the region, say together. with Japan and the 

Un1ted States.. As . we have . observed, the general inte.rnationa！.叩d

domestic condit10ns do not allow Japan or the Uruted States to step up 

a proposal independently, or at least much' less likely than Australia, but 

these countnes would be re;idy to go along with・ other countries for a 

Pacific O理由tizat10n.As the creation of the Umted Nations was a iomt 

work of seve四1allied governments during the Second World War, joint 

1mtiative may be a solut10n to the quest10n of who. will take. the initiative 

for a Pacific orgaruzat10n. 
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Stanford University Press (1964); and James Patrick Sewell, Func-
tionabsm and World Politics -A Study Based on Umted Natwns 
Programs Financing Economic Development, Princeton University 
Press (1966). 

(7) Clive Archer, International Organizations, George Allen and Unwin, 
London (1983), pp 43-49; R. Yalem, Regz・onalismand World. Order, 
Public Affairs Press, Washington, D.C. (1965), p. 141 

(8) For general information on various types of internatwnal orga即日

tions that exist today, particularly to fmd some models of regional 
mternational economic organizations, see, inter alia, D W Bowel!, 
The Law of International Institutions, second edition, Stevens and 
Sons, London (1970) and C.H Alexandrowicz, World Economic 
Agencies Law and Practice, Stevens and Sons, London (1962). 

(9) See Yokota，“How Useful is the N ot10n of‘International Public 
Corporahoぜ Today？” Essaysin International Law in Honour of 
Judge Manfred Lachs, ed. by Jerzy Makarczyk, Martinus Nithoff 
Publishers, The Hague (1984), p. 570. 
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(IO) Mike Mansfield, Bonds of the Pacific, American Policy Series No. 61, 
United States !nformatJon Service, American Embassy, Tokyo 
(1983) and Richard Ho!brooke, America and the Pacific・ 1980, 
Amencan Policy Senes No. 17, U.S. International Communication 
Agency, American Embassy, Tokyo (1980). See also footnote 2 on 
page I 0 of Drysdale, An Organization for Paciβc Trade, Aid and 
Development: Re.』~onal Arrangements and the Resource Trade, op 

cit. 

(II) Mansfield,op czt.,p.14. 
(12) Although American economic and business mterest in the Pac1f1c 

region IS undoubtedly large, security and political concern appears to 
overwhelm all others in the Americ四 foreignpolicy toward Asia and 
the Pacific. See Holbrooke, op. cit. 

(13) Michael Yah1da，“The Dragon, the Sun, the Eagle and the Kangaroo: 
China and the Pacific Reg10n in the 1980’s，＇’ Aegis, vol 2, No. 1 
(1983), p. 36. 

(14) Kojima writes：“Fmally, some Pacific countries, especially the USA 
and Japan, have preferred a more free mul!Jlateral mternat10nal 
economic order to re胆onalmtegrat10n.”See Kojima, An Organiza・ 
tzon for Pacific Y子ade,Aid and Development. A Proposal, op. cit , 
p. 4 and pp 5-12. 

(15) It is important to note m 由isconnection that“［Tl he idea of an 
Organization for Pacific, Trade, Aid and Development appears to 
have a measure of bipartisan poll首c叫 supportin Australia and was 
recommended strongly by the Australian Senate’s Joint Party 
Standing Committee on Foreign Relations and Defense ”（Drysdale, 
An Organization for Pacific Trade, Aid and Development: Regional 
Arrangements and the Resource Trade, op. cit., p. 10, note 2). 

(16) One representative manufactunng industry m Australia IS auto-
mobile manufacturing industry. While visiting Australia for出is
survey, a one ・page advertisement entitled “An Australian Industry 
Destroyed" appeared in The Courier-Mai/ of August 27, 1981. The 
ad, which was jointly sponsored by General Motors・ Holden’S L1m1ted 
and the Vehicle Builders Employees Federation, m mam part reads: 
“The future of由eAustrahan motor vehicle mdustry IS under 
Government review There are critics of the indus位ywho are 
suggesting policies that would destroy 1t. They are recommending 
that protechon for Australian vehicle manufactunng be dropped 
Imported vehicles would then flood Austraha, destroying local 
mdu甜 y.Without adequate quotas and import tariffs, well over 
200,000 jobs m vehicle manufacturing and related mdustnes would 
be lost.”Alth叩 ghthis担 justone ad by an auto-maker and a 
workers federation, it seems to represent the mood of the Aus仕allan
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manufacturing industry in general bemg crillcal of lifting protection. 
To their eyes, a Pacific org叩 izallonmay look to be. something 
unwelcome. 

(17) Academ1c1ans should include, in addition to economists who have 
been the mam figu回sin the study of the Pacific community idea, 
political scientists, lawyers, sociologists, historians, and so on. 
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